The derivative based approach to solve the optimal toll problem is demonstrated in this paper for a medium scale network. It is shown that although the method works for most small problems with only a few links tolled, it fails to "converge" for larger scale problems. This failure led to the development of an alternative genetic algorithm (GA) based approach for finding optimal toll levels for a given set of chargeable links. A variation on the GA based approach is used to identify the best toll locations making use of "location indices" suggested by Verhoef (2002) .
Introduction
The concept of road pricing emerged from the idea that the cost paid by the road user (called marginal private cost or perceived cost) is actually lower than the actual cost (s)he imposes (called marginal social cost) (Pigou 1920; Knight, 1924; Walters, 1961; and Vickrey, 1969) . The development of the theory of marginal cost pricing relies heavily on the assumption of first-best conditions. The assumptions of the first best condition are not usually satisfied (see, Sharp 1966) . These assumptions are for example that tolls are imposed on all links or that prices in other modes are all controlled in a first best manner. The main area of research has been the second-best condition of marginal cost tolling where not all links in a network can be tolled (Levy-Lambert, 1968; Marchand, 1968; Arnott et al, 1990; Glazer and Nikanen, 1992; Liu and McDonald, 1999; Small and Yan, 2001 ).
In the optimisation context, the second-best marginal cost toll problem is categorised as a mathematical programming problem with equilibrium constraints (MPEC), a special case of the bilevel optimisation programming problem (BLPP). The regulator tries to set the toll locations and toll levels to optimise his or her objective whilst the users attempt to minimise their own travel costs. The optimal toll problem can also be seen as a special case of the network design problem. Several methods have been proposed to tackle this challenging problem. Most procedures to solve the BLPP use derivatives and can be put into one of the following categories, heuristic iterative optimisation method (Steenbrink, 1974; Allsop, 1974; Suwansirikul et al; 1987) , transforming the BLPP to a single level optimisation program, linearisation method (LeBlanc and Boyce, 1986; and Ben-Ayed et al, 1988) , and stochastic search methods 1 (Friesz et al, 1992; Cree et al, 1998; Yang et al, 2000; and May et al, 2002) . There exists a diverse range of techniques used to transform the BLPP to a single level optimisation program. These include sensitivity based analysis (Tobin and Friesz, 1983; Friesz et al, 1990; Yang, 1997) , Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) based method (Marcotte, 1983; Marcotte, 1986; and Verhoef, 2002) , using the system optimal solution to formulate the set of tolls for the second-best case under user equilibrium (Bergendorff et al, 1996; Hearn and Ramana, 1998; and Hearn and Yildirim, 2002) , and a marginal function based method (Meng et al, 2001 ).
The application of GA in the optimal toll design problem is not new. As mentioned earlier, Cree et al (1998) developed the GA based method to solve the optimal toll problem but not the location problem. Yang et al (2002) went one step further by using GA to find the optimal closed cordon but with a uniform toll level only. The originality of our GA based method is indeed the linkage between GA and location indices. The toll levels of the optimal combination of tolled links are allowed to be varied which is also considered to be a new development. Our paper also raises the question of the practicality of the derivative-based approach for solving the optimal toll problem with a large-scale 1 e.g. simulated annealing and genetic algorithms network. This problem is not related to the existing problematic characteristics of MPEC or BLPP (e.g. non-convex feasible set or non-smooth objective function); rather it is related to the fact that the theoretical development of derivative-based methods always assumes perfect convergence of the user equilibrium condition whereas this may not be the case for a large scale network solved using an iterative assignment procedure. We show that when the convergence of user equilibrium is not perfect the derivative-based approach may even converge to a sub-optimal point.
This paper firstly demonstrates a derivative based method proposed by Verhoef (2002) to solve the optimal toll level and location problems and discusses problems that can occur. New methods are then developed to tackle the problems based on the use of genetic algorithms (GA). The paper consists of four further sections. The next section shows the formulation of the optimal toll problem as a MPEC and explains briefly the derivative based method. Then, it discusses circumstances which cause the derivative based method to fail. Similarly, the method to find the optimal toll location is investigated and a weakness is identified. Section three then proposes three new methods based on GA. Section four displays numerical results comparing the GA and derivative based approaches. The final section draws conclusions.
1.
Derivative based method to optimal toll design and its drawbacks
Optimal toll level on a specified set of links 2
The problem of defining the optimal toll level on a specified set of tolled links (termed OPT1) can be formulated as a MPEC. The objective function of this optimisation program is to maximise the social welfare function following Marshallian's rule measure which can be formulated as:
2 Notation is given in appendix A.
where F is a vector of path flows. Once the tolls are implemented, road users will respond to the tolls by changing their routes or deciding not to travel. This response is captured by assuming the road users behave according to Wardrop's user equilibrium rule (Wardrop, 1952) . This condition is the so called user equilibrium condition (UE). The UE can be formulated as a complementarity slackness condition expressing the stationary point of the solution toward the optimisation problem (Smith, 1979) . The complementarity constraint (CP) condition of UE with elastic assignment is as follows:
The CP constraint as appeared in (1.2) imposes several problematic conditions to the optimisation program, i.e. disjunctive characteristic of constraints and non-convex constraint. In order to bypass this difficulty, Verhoef (2002) assumed that only used paths Π ∈ p are included in the optimisation problem which makes the complementarity slackness condition above reduce to:
We then obtain a single level optimisation program of optimal toll level as follows:
.
where g i (F) is the function ensuring the flow conservation and non-negativity requirement. Verhoef (2002) proposed the method to solve the OPT1 by maximising the following Lagrangian: 
Performance of CORDON and the effect of assignment convergence error
The main concern with the method to solve the optimal toll level, termed CORDON, is the assumption regarding the set of used paths. The relaxation of the complementarity slackness condition to include only the set of used paths (F p > 0) allows the introduction of Lagrange multipliers. However, the use of these multipliers relies on a perfectly converged set of paths i.e. each path must satisfy the equilibrium condition such that the minimum O-D costs and path costs are equal. It is not a trivial task to seek a perfectly converged solution for user equilibrium conditions in medium and large-scale networks. Indeed SATURN currently uses the Frank-Wolfe algorithm to solve the traffic assignment problem, which is an iterative process and as such is stopped when certain convergence criteria are satisfied. In terms of traffic assignment the solutions presented in this paper would be considered well converged, however the effects on the lagrangian can, as we demonstrate, be significant as the assignment errors are magnified by the lagrange multipliers. Figure 1 shows the network used to discuss the CORDON method and possible problems. There are 18 links which can be considered in turn as a single toll point. Of these, five links require a negative toll to increase the total welfare, these are the four bypass links (6-4, 4-6, 3-6, 6-3) and link (4-2). This is a reasonable result, as the flow-delay parameters are such that re-routing to these links would provide benefits for the system as a whole. However the SATURN program requires a positive toll as input and although the optimisation process points towards a negative toll we have limited the predicted toll to be positive -thus the process is considered to have selected the correct solution here.
Of the remaining 13 links 8 can be solved by the proposed method. An example of a well-behaved solution is shown for link 4-5 in figure 2. The "dots" represent the iterations required to locate the optimum charge level which maximises the total benefit or social welfare function defined earlier.
The remaining 5 links exhibit multiple local optima as shown in figure 3 for link 1-2. Here it can be seen that the optimisation process finds the first local optimum. The double hump is a result of the interactions between route choice and between OD pairs which was limited in Verhoef's ten link example. The global optimum can be found if the starting point is changed from no toll to a toll of around 500 seconds, but it is not obvious how this might be implemented in general other than by some general perturbation approach. Verhoef (2002) previously claimed that multiple optima would be a rare commodity, but as can be seen here there are 5 examples from only 18 links. -6 - Figure 5 shows the comparison between the real total benefit and the Lagrangian as the charge is varied on link 2-4. The CORDON process converges to the local optimum of the Lagrangian resulting in a charge of 27 seconds. Note that for charges in the range 10-40 seconds there is always a convergence error. Closer investigation showed that this occurred as the demand for a particular path was reduced and eventually set to zero thus changing the path set. As the charge level is increased there are fewer occasions where the convergence error is a problem and the probability that an iteration of the CORDON process hits the convergence problem is reduced significantly. Thus, we have demonstrated the drawbacks of the derivative based method. The possibility of multiple optima and lack of perfect convergence from the assignment algorithm mean that the CORDON process is unable to find the global optimum in all cases. The requirement for a perfectly converged traffic assignment implies the need for a better traffic assignment algorithm for a large scale problem.
In Section 2, the genetic algorithm based approach to solve the OPT1 problem is presented as an alternative to the derivative based method.
Optimal toll location in a general network
The other problem when designing a toll based road pricing system is to define the optimal toll point locations given the desired number of tolled points (termed OPT2). A related problem is to find the optimal number of tolled points and locations simultaneously while considering implementation costs (termed OPT3). The most straightforward approach to solve the optimal toll location problem is to test all the combinations of tolled points. However, this would be computationally demanding due to the massive number of possible combinations of tolled points. Suppose that we try to choose the best t tolled links from the j links in the network, the number of all possible combinations of the tolled links will be Verhoef (2002) proposed an incremental approach which Shepherd et al (2001b) adapted and termed LOCATE.
The LOCATE process is an extension of CORDON and involves building up a list of toll points incrementally, by choosing links one by one on the basis of a location index. The location indices are the approximation of the welfare gains that would result from placing optimal charges in particular locations. They use the predicted toll from the first iteration of the CORDON process combined with the shadow prices associated with the link(s) considered. Although previously selected toll points are always included, the charge levels are allowed to vary each time an additional link is added. Those interested in the details of the CORDON process and the LOCATE process should refer to Shepherd et al (2001a) and Shepherd et al (2000b) respectively. Shepherd et al (2001b) also showed that LOCATE can fail to identify the best pair of tolled links from a simple five-link network. This happened because the best "single" tolled link was not part of the best "pair". To overcome this weakness Verhoef (2002) suggested a greedy search could be used.
However, it is not practical to implement this strategy with large-scale networks due to the number of possible combinations mentioned earlier. Thus, the idea of genetic algorithms (GA) is adopted to generate combinations of tolled points instead. The next sections introduce the concept of GA based methods to solve the problems OPT1, OPT2, and OPT3.
2.
Genetic algorithm based methods
Introduction to genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GA) are one of the artificial intelligence exhaustive searching techniques; they are stochastic algorithms whose search methods model some natural phenomena: genetic inheritance and Darwinian strife for survival. Davis and Steenstrup (1987) The basic idea of the GA approach is to code the decision variables of the problem as a finite string (called 'chromosome') and calculate the fitness (objective function) of each string. Chromosomes with a high fitness level have a higher probability of survival. The surviving chromosomes then reproduce and form the chromosomes for the next generation through the 'crossover' and 'mutation'
process. The method of GA is widely applied in many disciplines, but most applications have to modify the GA to the problem or change the problem to be compatible with GA. The main parts in the modification process are the design of chromosome encoding and of the genetic operators (crossover and mutation processes) in order to maintain the search within the feasible space. In the following sections, three methods are developed to solve the OPT1, OPT2 and OPT3 problems.
A method to solve optimal toll levels (GA-CHARGE)
The GA-CHARGE approach is developed to solve the OPT1 problem. The process of GA-CHARGE randomly generates an initial set of chromosomes representing possible combinations of charge levels on a predefined set of links. The benefits in terms of social welfare improvement are evaluated for each charge level by running SATURN. GA-CHARGE then selects the parent chromosomes for the next generation based on the performance of each chromosome. Since the fitness value in GA-CHARGE can be negative, the selection is based on the tournament selection process (Michalewicz, 1992) . The genetic operators, crossover and mutation, are then randomly applied to the parents to produce the offspring.
Chromosome encoding
Let t be the number of predefined tolled links and let r be the predefined maximum toll level. Each chromosome represents a set of toll levels for the t-tolled links in binary format. The structure of the chromosome is therefore a matrix A with t columns and k rows where k is determined by the number of digits required to represent the maximum toll in binary format. Figure 6 shows an example chromosome (A matrix) for ten tolled links. The toll on each link is defined by the binary number in each column which is shown in the bottom row. 
Crossover and mutation process
The crossover process is to select at random a partition from the chromosome matrix which is then switched between two "mated" chromosomes (See Figure 7 ). After the crossover process, the mutation process is applied to the offspring. The mutation process randomly chooses cells to be "mutated". If selected, the value in that cell is changed from 0 to 1 or vice-versa.
A method to solve optimal toll location based on location indices (GA-LOCATE)
This section explains the approach to use GA to solve the optimal toll location problem, termed GA-LOCATE. The GA process is used to randomly generate and evolve the combinations of the tolled points (chromosome). The location index (see Section 1.3) of each combination is calculated and used as its fitness value. The selection process is based on "stochastic universal sampling" which uses a single wheel spin (Michalewicz, 1992) . The so called "roulette wheel" is constructed where each slot represents a chromosome. The slots are sized according to the fitness of each chromosome. The size then represents the probability of a chromosome being selected.
Chromosome encoding
The user inputs the number of tolled points required. The adapted chromosome for OPT2 varies the length of chromosome to represent the required number of tolled links and each bit represents a selected link. A list of suitable chargeable links (called candidate links) can be prepared in advance to reduce the problem. With this structure, the length of the chromosome already controls the required number of tolled points. However, one problem with this structure is duplicating the selected links during the genetic operations.
Crossover and mutation process
Two points on the chromosome are randomly chosen and all "bits" in between these two points of the parents are switched. The mutation process is normally used to avoid the premature convergence of the GA process. In the traditional GA process, the value assigned to each bit is either 1 or 0 (as used in GA-CHARGE). In our modified chromosome, the possible value in each bit is the integer number between 1 and the highest number of candidate links.
A method to solve toll location problems with implementation costs (GA-LOCATEII)
The GA-LOCATEII process is developed to solve the problem OPT3. The general algorithm is similar to GA-LOCATE but includes implementation costs. The traditional chromosome structure of GA, string of binary bits, is adopted since there is no constraint on the number of toll points required in this problem. One column is required for each candidate link. If the value is 1, the corresponding link is to be tolled. The location index is calculated and the implementation and operation costs per toll point are subtracted. The standard crossover and mutation processes are also adopted. Note that since the fitness value (location indices net of costs) can be negative which causes a problem for the roulette wheel approach. Thus, the linear ranking approach proposed by Whitley (1989) linked with stochastic universal sampling is adopted. The slots in the roulette wheel are sized according to the chromosome at rank i, where the first is the best chromosome, by the following equation:
where P is the size of the population set P, and 12 c ≤ ≤ is "the selection bias": higher values of c cause the system to focus more on selecting only the better individuals. The best individual in the population is thus selected with the probability
P c
; the worst individual is selected with the
Numerical results

Network description and experimental setting 3
In this section, the methods developed in the previous sections are tested with a medium-scale network. Figure 8 shows the network which is based loosely on the City of Leeds network in the UK.
It should be noted, as the detail of the network has been reduced to decrease the complexity and computation time, the network cannot be considered as a comparative model to the real Leeds network. There are 89 directed links and 14 zones in this network. The triangular nodes represent the zones. The network is a "bufferised" version of a SATURN network, which means the supply is represented by independent flow-delay relationships for each link. The network is used for the following tests:-i. Given three pre-defined charging cordons, the CORDON and GA-CHARGE processes are used to find the optimal toll levels around each cordon, see Figure 8 (OPT1);
ii.
Given the desired number of tolled links, the LOCATE and GA-LOCATE processes are applied to find the optimal location of the tolled links (OPT2) and charge levels are then optimised using CORDON;
iii. Finally, GA-LOCATEII is applied to find the optimal number of the tolled points and the optimal tolled links assuming implementation costs (OPT3) . Outer cordon
Intermediate cordon
Inner cordon Table 1 shows the GA parameters used in each problem. The issue of choosing the best parameters for GA is still a very active research topic in the meta-heuristic optimisation area. We will not discuss this issue in this paper. Thus, the parameters used in this experiment are still very judgmental and can be adapted to gain a better performance of GA. Figure 8 shows the three predefined charging cordons, i.e. inner, intermediate, and outer cordons. The CORDON and GA-CHARGE processes are employed to find the optimal toll on each toll point of these three cordons. Table 1 , 2, and 3 show the optimal toll levels and benefits found by CORDON and GA-CHARGE for the inner, intermediate, and outer cordons respectively. The percentage in brackets is the percentage of social welfare improvement in first best condition. The first-best condition is to apply the marginal cost tolls derived from the system-optimum assignment on all links.
The results of OPT1
In our case, the social welfare improvement for the first-best condition is £5,213 per single AM peak period. The optimal uniform tolls around each cordon are also calculated using a standard univariate optimisation method. The optimal uniform tolls for the inner, intermediate, and outer cordons are £0.21, £0.19, and £1.04 with social welfare improvements of £166, £445, and £923 per single AM peak period respectively.
From the tables note that allowing the tolls to vary around the cordons increases the benefits significantly. Furthermore applying GA-CHARGE gives higher benefits than the solution produced by CORDON in all cases 4 . The benefits increase by 23%, 8%, and 12% for the inner, intermediate, and outer cordons respectively. Figure 9 illustrates the process of GA-CHARGE for the outer cordon which consists of 6 tolled links. The Y-Axis is the fitness value of each chromosome which is the value of social welfare improvement (£ per single AM peak). The X-Axis is the chromosome number.
Note that in this test, the population size is 30 with 50 generations. This means GA only sampled 1,500 chromosomes from all possible combinations. According to the chromosome encoding of GA-CHARGE presented earlier, the total number of possible chromosomes is . In this case, t is equal to 6 tolled links and k is equal to 10, the number of digits required in binary format to represent the maximum possible toll given as 1000 seconds, resulting in possible combinations. Note the extremely small ratio between the sampled chromosomes and the possible combinations. Figure 9 shows the trend of the fitness value (using regression analysis) and the fitness of all chromosomes as the GA progressed. It can be seen that the trend of the fitness value increased, and finally converged to the solution shown in Table 3 . 
The results of OPT2
The problem of OPT2 is to identify the optimal location of tolled links given the desired number of tolled points. The MINILEEDS network is used again in this test. Two tests are conducted, finding the best six and best ten optimal tolled links. LOCATE and GA-LOCATE are applied to the problems.
The total number of directed links in the network is 89. Thus, the possible number of combinations for the problem of six and ten optimal tolled links is approximately and respectively, which is impractical to implement through enumeration or greedy search methods. Figure 10 shows the best six and best ten tolled links found by using LOCATE and GA-LOCATE. Table 4 shows the social welfare improvement in pounds per single peak hour (the percentage in the bracket is the relative welfare improvement compared to the first-best condition). The optimal benefit of the best six and ten tolled links chosen by GA-LOCATE is only slightly higher than those from LOCATE (approximately 0.9% and 2.9% respectively). The difference is that LOCATE has to include all previously selected links within its solution whereas GA-LOCATE can drop links e.g. link L is not included in the best 10 links even though it is included in the best 6 link solution. It should be noted that even though the LOCATE and GA-LOCATE methods rely on indices which could contain errors similar to those encountered in the CORDON process both methods produce solutions which give rise to 85% of the first best conditions even with only 6 toll points. The fact that adding a further 4 links only gives a marginal increase in benefits suggests that the optimal number of toll points when considering implementation costs would be somewhere between 5 and 10 links. 
The results of OPT3
In this test, the implementation and operation costs per toll point are calculated using a discounted value over a 30-year period. The cost per toll point is assumed to be £100 per toll point per peak-hour based on estimates by Oscar Faber (2001). GA-LOCATEII is used to find the optimal number of tolled points and their locations. GA-LOCATEII identified 10 as the optimal number of tolled links. It selected the best ten tolled links that were chosen by GA-LOCATE previously. This result is wrong since the net benefit for the best 6 tolled links is £3,827 per single peak hour which is actually higher than that from the net benefit from the best 10 links (£3,745 per single peak hour). The gross location indices for the best 6 and 10 tolled links are £6,465 and £12,192 per single peak hour and the indices net of costs are £5,865 and £11,192. Thus, even after subtracting the costs from the location indices, the set of 10 tolled links remains better than the set of 6 tolled links. The location indices are overestimated for both sets of tolled links. Experience suggests that the toll predictions used in the location index are always an over-estimate of the true optimal tolls i.e. the error terms associated with a link are always positive 6 . Thus we suggest that as the number of links considered is increased then the error in the location index is increased. This does not cause any difficulties for OPT2 as the number of links considered is constant and implementation costs are equal. However as seen here the OPT3 problem has a variable implementation cost and as the magnitude of the errors vary with links considered the solution selects the wrong combination. Further research is required to improve the performance of the location index approach.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the derivative based approach can solve the second-best tolling problem in most but not all cases. It has been shown to fail due to multiple optima, changes in the path set or as a result of assignment convergence errors. The GA-CHARGE approach was shown to be successful in solving the OPT2 problem giving significant improvements over the CORDON process.
The incremental LOCATE approach performed well in the case study of MINILEEDS, but in general suffers from the weakness whereby previously selected links cannot be de-selected when building a combination of toll points. The GA-LOCATE approach gives only a slight improvement in the case presented as many of the links selected by LOCATE are also in the GA solution. The problem OPT3
is the most difficult problem to solve. The structure of GA-LOCATEII should in theory be able to solve this problem, but errors in the location indices appear to be additive as the number of links considered is increased.
Note that the GA based method is found to be time consuming and there is no proof of convergence of the algorithm. However, the evidence of successful implementation of GA based methods has been growing in the literature. Although our tests are only limited to a simplified network, the results in terms of the relative social welfare improvement values show that GA based methods can find at least a good heuristic optimal solution, particularly for the case of the toll location problem.
Further research will be conducted into improving both the CORDON and LOCATE approaches by using more accurate assignment techniques and including second-order terms. In terms of GA based methods, attention will be paid to the issue of choosing the best parameters for the GA process, i.e.
generation number, population number, probability of crossover, and probability of mutation. Finally work is underway to adapt GA-CHARGE to solve OPT3 and include practical cordon design criteria.
